
IL SOLE 24 ORE



IN-DEPTH
Every day Il Sole 24 Ore offers an in-depht sections dedicated to the 
most relevant topics for economic and productive activities

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday



MONDAY
REAL ESTATE 24 - CASA

All we need to understand where the real estate sector is going. Not just market trends,

indices and analyzes, but insights into the latest trends and interviews with the main

players in the sector.

The new challenges of the sector consist in intercepting the technological, social,

environmental and regulatory trends that push cities and the industrial network to adapt

to the new needs of the community. The new section dedicated to the real estate sector

offers all the necessary information for all operators in the sector. Redevelopment, urban

regeneration, real estate brokerage among the thematic insights



MONDAY
PROFESSIONI 24

Professioni 24 – on Monday the section is devoted both to professionals and to business

management. In the foreground, the choices of how to respond to market trends and

expand the customer base, with cases of excellence and rankings.

The section deals also with the practical matters such as bank financing, policies,

relationships with employees and partners, marketing, web and technologies. Professioni

24 is an active monitor on European and regional funds and a compass for young people

starting they careers.



MONDAY
SCUOLA 24

It is the reference section for the whole world of education, the indispensable tool for

having an updated recap on laws, decrees, circulars, competitive examinations.

Gathering as much information as possible helps us to approach new paths and greater

possibilities for our profession and for our future - today more than ever, in a hectic

world, always on the move, projected towards the change.

Schools, universities, specialist courses, institutions, companies must increasingly

collaborate to create an effective and digital cultural system that can respond to the

needs of our society. Scuola 24, every Monday, guides us along this path and tells us the

most important news for teachers, families and students.



MONDAY
MARKETING 24

The new trends, the frontiers of creativity, the changing profiles of new consumers.

From the story of the best Italian and international experiences and its protagonists, the

Marketing 24 section is the stage for the strategies and solutions that companies

experiment to communicate and compete.

An advanced observatory to illuminate the most efficient investments in

communication, the most innovative events and campaigns, the applications of the

most advanced technology at the service of companies to intercept the target audience

and expand their business.



TUESDAY
SALUTE 24

The section Salute 24 is devoted to the ecosystem of the world of health and healthcare,

from the frontiers of medicine to health policies: how technology is transforming health

care and life sciences and which are the challenges the National Health Service and its

protagonists must face to overcome these profound changes, while ensuring economic

sustainability.

Furthermore, every week, the point on the latest scientific discoveries and trends in

research, the news in health policies and the voice of all the protagonists of the sector:

companies, startups, institutions, health professionals, patients.



WEDNESDAY
LAVORO 24

A section devoted to human resources issues. The delicate mission of managers who

must find, enhance and manage human capital, from recruitment to negotiating, from

training to the challenge of artificial intelligence. With a careful look at the best

international experiences.



THURSDAY
NOVA 24

Nòva has always paid great attention to the transformations brought about by digital

and technology in today's society.

The Thursday appointment constantly informs about the innovation arriving in the

economic system, in terms of technological offer, digital transformation of sectors and

product design. The information is integrated with the perspective view of the pages of

Nòva in the Sole 24 Ore on Sunday.



FRIDAY
MODA 24

Almost 100 billion in annual turnover, thanks to a high export share - among the highest

in the whole Italian manufacturing. Such is the value of the fashion supply chain, which

includes, alongside textiles, fashion and clothing, accessories, leather goods, eyewear,

jewellery and footwear. Economic value, but not only: the “Made in Italy” together with

cosmetics is also an extraordinary way to promote the Italian image in the world.

Moda 24 describes it with renewed attention: alongside the economic-financial

analyzes, more space for interviews with the protagonists and reports on the changes

taking place at a global level. In support, new columns to inform about the changes at the

creative and managerial top positions of the sector and an observatory on curiosities and

best practices around the world.



SATURDAY
MOTORI 24

From cars to motorcycles, from sector fairs to road tests, from analysis of the

automotive market to the relevant legislation, the Motori 24 page, every Saturday with

Il Sole24 Ore, offers all the necessary information for fans of two and four wheels.

The automotive industry is a very important sector and today it is also engineering

development, safety and technical perfection, attention to the energy transition: from

combustion engines to electric ones, advances in technology and the ongoing mutation

in consumption are radically transforming the world of cars and new concepts of luxury,

premium, excellence based on sustainability, usability and value-added services are

coming forward, in addition to the most classic artistic values of design, originality and

ingenuity



SATURDAY
FOOD 24

The food & beverage sector has always played a key role in the Italian economy. For its

enhancement policies are being implemented to promote the true “Made in Italy” agri-

food abroad.

Il Sole 24 Ore every Saturday - through the pages of Food 24 - selects the most

important news, focuses on the individual production sectors and on the problems of

the supply chains as well as addressing the main market trends.



SUNDAY
SPORT 24

Sport, in our country, plays a very important social and economic role and Il Sole 24 Ore

addresses, every Sunday, the hottest topics of the various sports disciplines,

reinterpreting them in an economic and industrial key, favouring international debate

and offering an overview of the related industries that move around sporting events.



SUNDAY
NOVA 24 FRONTIERE

It is the weekly appointment devoted to technological innovation. It is not simply the

use of new technologies, but also the role of new services and goods aimed at improving

the lives of people who benefit from the evolution of digital.

The awareness of the opportunities offered by innovative technologies and solutions

increases and therefore also the desire to know them, understand them in order to use

them. An in-depth study of Nova 24 every Sunday is the tool to help us understand digital

and the effects it can have on our lives and our society, always with an eye to the future.



SUNDAY
VIAGGI 24

Our country boasts a wide and varied heritage that is unique in the world for its artistic

and landscape riches.

Cities of art, historical monuments, sea and mountains attract millions of visitors every

year. Viaggi 24, every week, takes stock of the sector, tells us about the most beautiful

places to visit with suggestions and ideas for spending a weekend or a holiday.

A small guide to read also to discover new products and sports to practice according to

our goals and our desires.



SUNDAY
ARREDO DESIGN 24 WEEKEND 

Furniture and design excellence of Made in Italy is recognized all over the world. Italy

occupies a very important position in this sector and, in particular in the last year,

furniture has experienced an important moment of rethinking: the house has become a

refuge, an office, a space for socializing.

New issues such as sustainability and energy-saving have become central to consumers

and companies that increasingly have to design and produce objects that meet the

needs of new, more attentive, more aware consumers. Therefore, space in the weekly

pages of Arredo Design 24 Weekend to market trends, new materials, the most

innovative, flexible and technological furnishing solutions.



SUNDAY
TECH 24

Focus on product innovations and market news. Over the past few years some

products have become milestones that have already changed our world, and cast seeds

for the changes that will come in the next decade.

The page of Il Sole 24 Ore guides us in the vast and very fast world of technology where

everything evolves exponentially and changes our life more and more deeply which has

become much more digital.



SUNDAY
NOVA 24 FRONTIERE

It is the weekly appointment devoted to technological innovation. It is not simply the

use of new technologies, but also the role of new services and goods aimed at improving

the lives of people who benefit from the evolution of digital.

The awareness of the opportunities offered by innovative technologies and solutions

increases and therefore also the desire to know them, understand them in order to use

them. An in-depth study of Nòva 24 every Sunday is the tool to help us understand

digital and the effects it can have on our lives and our society, always with an eye to

the future.



DOMENICA

Domenica is the most authoritative cultural insert in the Italian publishing
scene, also appreciated for the versatility of the topics covered. It is unique
because it is read, collected and stored: it has a life cycle that extends well
beyond the day of publication.

For thirty years this supplement has offered its loyal readers insights and
provocations out of the chorus on art, literature, science, philosophy, religion,
cinema, theater, design, travel, leisure.

IN-DEPTH ON ART AT 360°
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